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CHAPTER 1 : BUT WHO IS SHE ?



  Very feminine, wear it with 

Jim and you will be the smarter girl in 

pyjama. You are the fille à papa (Daddy’s 

Girl)

ANA SHORT 

  With this flounced short you 

are the girly adventurer. Where is Clint?

JIM SHORT
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  Ahoy little pirate ! With this

jumpsuit no one will dare to contradict 

the captain. Ok, So let’s be mermaids ! 

HENRIET JUMPSUIT
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  This is your basic. But with 

the collar on the back, you are sexy and 

not so conventional. You, the delicate 

Parisienne. Un verre de vin rouge s’il 

vous plaît.

CHARLIE BLOUSE
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  You are a mini Bardot, char-

ming, sexy and capricious. You are so 

sweet, you will have everything you want. 

And I definitely want to go to St-Tropez!

BÉBÉ DRESS
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  Wild kid with this oversize 
t-shirt and its sweet collar.

ENEKO T-SHIRT
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  Not so simple, with its pastels 

colours you are the casual Baby Doll...

LOU DRESS
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  Direct from the 60’s,this 

jumpsuit could be vintage. Like a little 

sailor, no one shall stand before you. Yes 

captain!

HUGO JUMPSUIT
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  This denim kimono is your Tomboy 

piece to add an edge to your feminine 

look. You are the Boyish woman of the 

town. Are you talking to me?

TOM KIMONO
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  Hippy girl with greek sandals 

and denim jacket or just smart with heals 

and a leather jacket, you choose your way. 

However you are the master of ceremonies.

OLYMPIA DRESS
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  My top is so simple but it makes 

everything. Me nonchalante?

PIA BLOUSE
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  Ok, yes, I’am cool, I can’t 

deny. Moreover, I am friend only with the 

boys.

MANON DRESS
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  You are acting like summer and 

It is stronger than you, walking like 

rain.you smell romance.

NINO TOP 

  I have the grandpa style and I 

look incredible. Dance my puppets !

ERIK SHORT
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  With this lace and cotton dress 

you should wear boots to be the girl of 

the band.

VONETTE DRESS
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  I am the boho girl! Where is my 

horse parked please?

PAULA DRESS
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